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What is the military? Simply put, the U.S. Armed Forces consists of six military units: Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, Marine Corps, Navy and, most recently, Space Forces. There are three common categories of military personnel: active military personnel (full-time soldiers and sailors), reserve and guard forces (usually in the civil service, but can be called up
full-time), and veterans and retirees (formerly military personnel). And, of course, there are millions of family members and friends of servicemen, past and present. But you're here to learn more about the military. There's a lot to learn! So, first the basics. Who is responsible for the six military units? The President of the United States is the Commander-in-
Chief, who is responsible for all final decisions. The Secretary of Defense (MINISTRY) has control over the military and every branch - with the exception of the Coast Guard, which is under the Department of Homeland Security. With over 2 million civil and military employees, the Ministry of MT is the largest company in the world. What are military branches?
Each branch of the armed forces has a unique mission as part of a common U.S. security and peace mission. In addition to the six branches of the armed forces, the army and the Air National Guard also perform their own special functions. Here's a rundown: THE AIR and Air Force Reserve: The Nation's source of aerospace power. The main mission of the
U.S. Air Force is the flight of aircraft, helicopters and satellites. Air National Guard: The Air National Guard, as we know it today, is a separate backup component of the U.S. Air Force. Army and reserve army: the dominant force of the land. The army usually moves into the area, provides it, and instills order and value before it leaves. It also protects American
properties and properties around the world. Army National Guard: The Army National Guard is an elite group of warriors who devote part of their time to serving their nation. Each state has its own guard, as required by the Constitution; in fact, it was the only branch of the armed forces whose existence was actually required by the Constitution. Coast Guard
and Coast Guard Reserve: Coast Guard Mission primarily with inland waterways. The Coast Guard rescues, law enforcement, drug prevention, and clears waterways. Marine Corps and Marine Corps Reserve: The Marine Corps is known as the U.S. Rapid Response Force. They are trained to fight at sea and land, and are usually the first boots on earth. The
Marines are known as the most brutal warriors in the world. Navy and Naval Reserve: The Navy performs its tasks primarily by sea, but also by air and land. It provides and protects oceans around the world creating peace and stability, making the seas safe for travel and trade. Space Forces Newest Branch of Armed Forces, U.S. Space Forces Signed Law
Act December 2019. At present, the Space Force does not have a back-up component. The sixth division of the Armed Forces, Space Forces is also still in development and will be for some time as many final decisions are made, including form, basing and even recruitment. Where are all these military men and women? The U.S. operates in more than 100
countries, including Britain, Germany, Italy, Bahrain, Brazil, South Korea, Australia, Afghanistan, Iraq and Japan, just to name a few. Interested in joining the army? We can link you to recruiters from different military units. Learn about the benefits of serving your country, paying for school, military careers, and more: sign up now and hear from a recruiter near
you. Show the full article This story appears in the May 1998 issue of the entrepreneur. Subscribe Let's play in danger. Answer: Open the branch. What's the question? Here are your options:1. What do you do when your family business has too many family members for everyone to have a role?2. What do you do when you have relatives who can't get along
under one business roof?3. What do you do when you see another market that is ripe for a product or service supplied by your family's business? If you answered question 3, you are the winner. Opening an affiliate or store makes sense for a business when it provides an opportunity for growth that matches the vision of a family business - and when the
business is strong enough to sustain growth. Combined with the ability for talented family members to have their own spheres of influence while maintaining ties with a strong parent company, this move makes even more sense. That opening a branch does not solve, however, unresolved family issues. It also does not squelch disputes between squabbles of
relatives. Without a potential market in place, the family business (with warring relatives) would be better off selling the business and splitting the business or splitting the business between warring parties (if possible) rather than using the extension to get out of each other's hair, said Ed Hoover, president of LifeSystems inc., an Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois,
family business consulting firm. But when there is a solid business reason behind the solution, opening a branch with a talented family member at the helm is a rare opportunity to spearhead the challenges that arise when you have many qualified family members in a successful business. Branches allow the family business to use its established base and
strong reputation and take advantage of economies of scale by providing family members with their own spheres of influence. Of course, you can go overboard, trying to capitalize on the opportunities and abundance of skilled family members. Frank Bromberg Jr., president of Bromberg's, sixth generation Alabama, the jewelry store, should know. In 1960,
there were three three us, Bromberg said. But my cousins were prolific, and among us, we had 17 children - and only one very successful shop. So we looked to the future and made some decisions. One is to limit the number of children who can enter the business to three children from a single family. Another was to open branches across the state because
we knew there was a business opportunity and we knew we needed a place for family members to expand. At one time we had up to 14 branches until we realized that we didn't need a jewelry store on every corner to be successful. Now we have eight stores doing twice as many as 14 did. And all of them are headed by a family member. Talent is essential if
you are planning this type of expansion. So is trust. Sam Howard, co-founder and chairman of Phoenix Healthcare Tennessee (PHT), HMO for Tennessee's Medicaid program, and Phoenix Health Mississippi, was grateful that he could encourage his daughter Anika to be executive director of PHT. She's very talented and knowledgeable, Howard says. But
just as importantly, as long as it works the operation, it will protect the name the company was built around. Establising Roots Even if there is a market opportunity to branch out, says Hoover, the family business needs to be careful about this before they have gone through the second phase of their development: professionalizing the business. If businesses
haven't done so - and entrepreneurial family businesses are often resilient - they can end replication management and organizational problems when they enter other markets. Business problems are exacerbated by geometrics, not mathematically, when expansion occurs. The complexity of the expansion makes it necessary to define the structure of the
holding, the responsibilities and methods of accountability of branch managers, geographical areas and operational relations. In addition to making certain business processes well articulated and understood, family members need to talk about unresolved issues of trust and respect before branching out. If they are not addressed, it is likely that these
violations will only escalate, Hoover said. However, there is nothing better for the business than expanding your profits, reach and reputation, and with a large, talented cadre of trusted family members to make this expansion happen. It's good for business and good for family. Can you imagine if we hadn't opened our branches, and now we had three
members of our generation and nine of the next in one building? muses Bromberg. We'd kill each other. Patricia Schiff Estessa writes family business stories and is the author of two books, Managing Alternative Work Arrangements (Crisp Publishing) and Money Advice for Your Successful Remarriage (Betterway Press). Contact LifeSystems inc., (630) (630)
FamBzns@aol.comPhoenix Healthcare Corp., 3401 West End Ave., #470, Nashville, TN 37203, (615) 460-0260 Engineers apply scientific principles to design or design structures, equipment or processes. Engineering includes several disciplines. Traditionally, the main branches of engineering are chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical
engineering and engineering, but there are many other areas of specialization. Engineering is a huge discipline. In general, the engineer uses scientific knowledge to solve practical problems and design equipment and processes. Engineering students usually study one of the main branches of technology: chemical, electrical, civil and mechanical. Much more
disciplines are available, with more described over time. Examples include aerospace engineering and computer engineering. Here is a rundown of the main branches of technology: engineering related to the analysis and control of vibration, especially sound vibrations. Aerospace engineering is engaged in aeronautics and space, including the design and
analysis of aircraft, satellites and spacecraft. This engineering industry deals with agricultural machinery and facilities, natural resources, bioenergy and agricultural energy systems. Subdisciplines include food engineering, aquaculture and bioprocessor engineering. Automotive engineers are involved in the design, manufacture and performance of cars and
trucks. Biomedical engineering is an interdisciplinary specialty that applies engineering principles to medical and biological problems and systems. This discipline usually deals with medical therapy, device monitoring and diagnostic tools. Chemical Engineering (CE) uses chemistry to develop new materials and processes to convert materials into useful
products. Civil Engineering (CE) is one of the oldest types of technology. Civil construction refers to discipline related to the design, construction, analysis and maintenance of structures, both natural and man-made, including bridges, roads, dams and buildings. Civil construction subdisciplines may include construction design, materials engineering, control
engineering, structural construction, urban construction, municipal construction, biomechanics and photography. Computer engineering integrates computer science with electrical engineering to develop and analyze circuits, microprocessors and computers. Computer engineers tend to pay more attention to attention to hardware, while software engineers
have traditionally focused on programming and software development. Electrical engineering (EE) includes the study and application of electricity and electronics. believe that computer engineering and software development are subordinate to electrical engineering. Electronic engineering, optical engineering, energy, engineering and telecommunications
engineering are EE EE Energy is a multidisciplinary engineering field that combines aspects of mechanical, chemical and electrical engineering to address alternative energy, energy efficiency, engineering, environmental compliance and related technologies. The Engineering Department combines engineering and management principles to develop and
evaluate business practices. These engineers help plan and manage businesses from the moment they start. They are involved in product development, design, construction, manufacturing and marketing. Engineering work to prevent or eliminate pollution or maintain or improve the natural environment. This includes water, land and air resources. Related
disciplines include legislation in the field of industrial hygiene and environmental engineering. Industrial engineering refers to the design and study of logistics and industrial resources. Types of industrial engineering include safety equipment, construction engineering, manufacturing engineering, textile engineering, reliability engineering, component design
and system design. Manufacturing of engineering structures, research and development of machines, tools, manufacturing processes and equipment. Mechanical engineering (ME) can be considered the mother of all engineering industries. Mechanical engineering applies physical principles and materials science to the design, production and analysis of
mechanical systems. Mechatronics combines engineering and electrical engineering, often in the analysis of automated systems. Robotics, avionics and instrumentation can be considered types of mechatronics. Nanoengineering is the application of the technique on a significantly miniaturized or nanoscopic scale. Nuclear engineering is the practical
application of nuclear processes, such as those used for the production and use of nuclear energy. Petroleum engineers apply scientific principles to the detection, drilling and production of crude oil and natural gas. Types of oil engineering include drilling, tank design and industrial engineering. Structural engineering refers to the design and analysis of
supporting structures and supports. In many cases, this subdiscipline of civil engineering, but structural design also applies to other structures, such as vehicles and equipment. Engineering related to the design, production and operation of vehicles and their components. Branches of mechanical engineering include naval architecture, automotive engineering
and aerospace engineering. There are still many engineering industries, with more being developed all the time as new technologies evolve. Many students are beginning to look for degrees in mechanical engineering, chemical, civil or and develop specializations through internships, employment and higher education. Education. Education. important
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